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Abstract. Security standards help to create security policies, but they
are often very descriptive, especially when it comes to security aware-
ness. Information systems security awareness is vital to maintain a high
level of security. SETA programmes (Security Education, Training and
Awareness) increase information systems security awareness and play
an important role in finding the strategic balance between the preven-
tion and response paradigms. By reviewing the literature, we identify
guidelines for designing a SETA programme following a PDCA (Plan Do
Check Adjust) cycle.
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1 Introduction

Defining security awareness is a challenging task. Tsohou et al. [36] even conclude
their paper saying that the absence of concrete definition creates frustration
among security experts; this could be a reason why security awareness remains
an issue. In this paper we will consider that the objective of security awareness
is to reduce the share of security incidents caused by humans.

To decrease the proportion of security incidents caused by well-meaning users,
we need to educate them. As stated in [38] ”Accountability must be derived from
a fully informed, well-trained and aware workforce.” Some information system
security standards define objectives to promote a security culture and to raise
awareness. Some of the most famous standards addressing this concern is the
ISO/IEC 27000 family [18] and COBIT [17]. These standards often follow a Plan
Do Check Adjust (PDCA) cycle. PDCA is a method for control and continuous
improvement of processes or tools. As the IT world is ever-evolving, a continuous
improvement method such as PDCA is suitable for information systems security.
Unfortunately, information system security standards are very descriptive [4].
They set goals to reach but rarely provide process or methodology on how to
reach them; there is a need for guidelines.

In this paper we will review the literature to identify guidelines to promote
a security culture and raise awareness thanks to security education, training
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and awareness programmes (SETA programmes). It should be noted that some
authors disagree with considering education and training as security awareness
[36]. These guidelines are presented in four sections, each section corresponds to
a step in the PDCA cycle. Then, we discuss the future of SETA programmes
and security awareness. Finally, we conclude.

2 Plan the SETA programme

A SETA programme is designed to make people adopt safe behaviours. People
will still make mistakes even if they behave safely, but if we are successful, they
will make fewer. The most effective way to change security behaviours is to make
people adopt a security culture [34]. To adopt a new culture, it is advised to
generate an intrinsic motivation [33]. In other words, SETA programmes should
increase empowerment, which is a strong lever to increase security awareness [13].
A SETA programme designed to generate intrinsic motivation is more likely to
be successful over a long period of time. To design such a programme we need
to identify four elements: the source of the message, the type of message, the
media of the message and the target of the message.

2.1 The source

First, we need to understand who is the source of the message [34]. Depending on
its hierarchical level, the programme will not have the same degree of complexity.
For example, if the message is from executives, the objective will be to teach non-
technical ideas, for example how to have good digital hygiene? As executives
have less understanding of the production environment than team leaders, their
messages should not be about technical matters. It is the role of the team leaders
to translate the non-technical messages into technical messages that are relevant
to what their team is facing. For example, the team leader can turn the previous
non-technical message into How to use the shared mailbox safely?

2.2 The type of message

There are two forms of communication that the SETA programme should adopt
[33][38]:

– Persuasive communication/education: it answers the question ”why” in the
user’s mind. It should increase people’s insight and motivation.

– Active participation/training: it answers the question ”how” in the user’s
mind. It should develop skills and competence.

Both are equally important; people will not be satisfied if the only reason given
for improving security is ”just do it” and they cannot do anything if they do not
know how. A good programme is a combination of active training and persuasive
communication [33] There are five themes to conduct a security awareness cam-
paign [20]: deterrence, morality, regret, incentive or feedback. They are defined
as follows:
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– Deterrence messages associate sanction to a bad action. This assumes that
people are rational and will choose the best option for them, which will
not be the one with the expected penalty. Empirical evidence that SETA
programmes are suitable for deterrence messages can be found in [9]. This
finding is confirmed by the literature review [1]. Deterrence messages can
also be considered in the literature as fear messages. Fear is one of the most
used messages in the industry.

– Morality messages attempt to evoke our own moral principles to avoid bad
decisions. Empirical evidence that moral reasoning has an impact on secu-
rity behaviour can be found in [28]. The authors also argue that appropri-
ate punishment activities are important for moral reasoning to be effective.
Punishment activities obviously cannot be carried out during a SETA pro-
gramme.

– Regret messages assume that people can anticipate the emotional conse-
quences of their choices before making a decision. This anticipation would
encourage people to make the right choice. Empirical evidence of the positive
effect of regret on security behaviour is found in [8] but is not distinguished
from deterrence or morality. No significant evidence is found in [41].

– Incentive messages assume that giving rewards for doing the right thing
helps people improve their behaviour. This can be seen as the opposite of
regret messages. Empirical studies show that rewards for compliance with
security policies and procedures are not associated with the individual’s per-
ceived mandatoriness of the established set of policies and procedures [7] or
with compliance [30]. A survey also concludes that rewards do not directly
influence security behaviour [1]. However, [3] finds theoretical evidence of
positive effects on security behaviour and [8] finds empirical evidence that
the incentive has a positive effect. Financial rewards also have a positive
effect on security behaviour according to [15].

– Feedback messages assume that people will change their behaviour if they
receive feedback on their actions, this can be positive or negative reinforce-
ment. In [37], West explains that classical feedback mechanisms do not work
in information systems security; the consequence of a bad action is often de-
layed, and the consequence of a good one is not to be under attack, in other
words, nothing happens. Reinforcement learning is therefore not effective in
this context.

In [26], the authors compared the effectiveness of different themes for a pass-
word policies awareness campaign to a control group and they found no signif-
icant difference between the groups’ willingness to comply. They suggest that,
on a motivate public, theme does not matter.

2.3 The media

There are different media for conveying a SETA programme and choosing the
right one is an important decision. The choice of media depends on multiple
factors, seven have been identified in [38]:
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– The population we are targeting: as mentioned in the previous section, there
is little literature about developing a SETA programme for a specific popu-
lation.

– The why or the how: some media are more suited for persuasive commu-
nication, and others for active participation. [38] lists the possible media
according to the question they answer. [2] suggests that video-based com-
munication is more effective than text-based communication to answer the
question ”why” (the objective of the study was motivating users to adopt
password managers)

– The price: [38] details which media are cheap and which are expensive.
– Ease of use: How easy is it to access, deploy, update and maintain the SETA

programme?
– Scalability: Can the material be used for different sized audiences and in

different locations?
– Support: Will support for the programme be internal or external ? Is it easy

to find help to use the material?
– Accountability: Which statistics can be used to measure the effectiveness of

the programme ? How comprehensive are these measures?

As mentioned in the previous section, we need to use media that allow us to an-
swer the question of how (active training) and why (persuasive communication).

2.4 The target

Finally, a SETA programme should be audience-specific. Unfortunately, little
work has been done to study the relationship between public types and other
factors, such as the theme of a SETA programme. However, one paper finds that
there might be a correlation between personality traits and the effectiveness of a
theme [20]. The most relevant advice found regarding the public is to divide the
population by groups of interest. This recommendation is found several times in
the literature, regardless of the study publication date [6][35][38].

Summary To plan a SETA programme we should assess available resources,
understand who is the source of the message, what message we want to commu-
nicate, how we want to promote it and who is the target.

3 Do the SETA programme

Information system security, and particularly prevention, is sometimes seen as
a constraint and a loss of time for the attendees. To fight this idea we need
to have as little impact as possible on their daily work; therefore we should
communicate the plan to all stakeholders [1][38]. This means the people we are
training, but also their immediate superior and other people they work with
who are not involved in the programme. During the session, the trainees will not
be able to maintain production; everyone working with them must be prepared
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for the consequences. In addition, the SETA programme should be organised in
short sessions [35][24]. Providing social interactions during a session increases the
effectiveness of the SETA programme and triggers positive changes in security
behaviour [1][10][21][11][34]. The direct implication of this is that e-learning and
other MOOCs (Massive Open Online Course) are not relevant for our needs. At
the end of the programme, giving goodies is a good way to spread our message
and reinforce the commitment [35]. When we carry out the programme, the most
important thing is the public’s willingness to participate [21]. To increase the
public’s willingness to participate it is tempting to use gamification [12], yet as
shown by [29] gamification in the context of security awareness does not always
hit.

Summary Attendees’ coworkers should be warned that attendees will not be
available to maintain production. A programme without social interaction is
designed to fail.

4 Check the SETA programme

The check step is important for the continuous improvement of the SETA pro-
gramme. In order to evaluate our programme, we will need to collect data. They
can be feedback, questionnaires or notes taken during the session. We identified
three types of evaluation in the literature:

– Measure of behavioural intention: This is the most represented type of evalu-
ation in the literature. The assumption behind this type of evaluation is that
system, method or tool use can be estimated using many other measures,
and that the behavioural intention to use is a good estimator of actual us-
age. For example, if we run a campaign to promote password managers, the
higher the user’s intention to use them, the more successful the campaign is.

– Knowledge oriented: People who have less understanding of security concepts
are more likely to be victims of an attack. Therefore, assessing the knowledge
gained after the SETA programme can be an indicator of the effectiveness
of the programme.

– Ulterior incident rate: This method consists of measuring the incident rate
ulterior to the campaign. For example, if we run a campaign against bad
password management and the rate of incidents related to bad password
management decreases after the campaign, we can consider the campaign
successful.

Regardless of the solution we choose to evaluate our programme, we need to
think about automating the evaluation [38][22]. Some SETA programmes can
be huge; the process of collecting the data and then interpreting it can be time
consuming. Obviously, some types of data are better suited for automation than
others. Hand notes of the session, open-ended questions and oral feedback need a
human to interpret them; therefore this is difficult to process automatically. On
the other hand, online questionnaires or at least multiple-choice questionnaires
are easier to process automatically.
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Table 1. Frequency of Special Characters

Evaluation method References

Measure of behavioural intention [16][19][25]*[32]

Knowledge test [14][22][23][27]

Ulterior incident rate [38]
* is a literature review about behavioural intention in information systems security.

Summary At this step, we need to choose a way to evaluate our programme. As
the SETA programme will grow, it will be harder to evaluate it without automa-
tion. Some evaluation methods are most suited for automation than others; this
should be taken into consideration when choosing the method to evaluate our
programme.

5 Adjust the SETA programme

The adjust step will improve the programme for a future iteration. By using
PDCA, we prevent flows from occurring in our SETA programmes in the first
place, or once they do, we stop them from continuing.

After improving our programme based on the feedback we collected at the
check step, we should verify if the campaign is consistent with the new policies
and environment. The IT environment is an ever-evolving place, it is important
to check if the messages provided are not obsolete. If so, we will need to update
them or add new ones if we have new technology in our environment.

Once we have our new programme, we should consider launching a new cam-
paign. This cycle is the single-loop learning of the prevention paradigm described
in [5]. Since we are considering SETA programme as a continuous process, a new
campaign should be launched on a regular basis. Exactly as it seems obvious to
everyone to update their antivirus software, security culture must also be up-
dated.

Summary The improvement process is in two parts: first improve the programme
based on the feedback, second verify if the messages are still up to date. A new
campaign must be planned at the end of the previous one.

6 Discussion

Prevention is an important aspect of security. It differs from other aspects of
security by putting the user back at the centre of the information system. Some
tools for security, like intrusion detection systems, are designed with theoretical
assumptions and do not take final users into account, resulting in not that good
performance in real application. Thanks to SETA programmes, people adopt a
safer behaviour and a more coherent with the expected behaviour, which re-
sults in a diminution of false positive raised by detection systems. Putting the
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user back in the centre of the information system is associated with the field of
”Human-Centred Security & Privacy” (HCSP), see [31] for a brief overview of
this field.

The theme of deterrence is dominant in security awareness, probably because
of the relationship between information systems security and criminology. Other
themes and how they interact with other variables, like the target of a campaign,
is not well studied in the literature. Khan et al. [21] identify that information
systems security awareness lags behind other domains such as ecological or pub-
lic health awareness. They propose to imitate techniques from other fields to
improve information systems security awareness. For example, in public health,
a reference model is the EPPM (Extended Parallel Process Model) [39][40]. This
model works well with messages fear-based (or deterrence messages), which are
effective for SETA programmes. Developing such a model for information system
security could be useful. This model also has the advantage of explaining why
some campaigns may backfire.

Another problem with current security awareness is the lack of datasets.
Many models are compared to find out which one is the best to explain the
studied population behaviour, but none of them were compared with the same
dataset. As a result, it is difficult to conclude that one model is better or worse
than any other. In addition there is a need for reproducibility since the datasets
are not public.

While many tools in information system security are automated, non-technical
security measures are exceptions to this rule. The PDCA cycle permits at least
to create a clear process which will facilitate the creation of a SETA programme.
We used the PDCA cycle because it is a widely used tool in the industry, but
other controls and continuous improvement of process tools should be studied,
or created if needed, to better suit the needs of information system security.

7 Conclusion

Security awareness is a major concern in information system security. To promote
awareness, we use SETA programmes which should be considered as a part of a
security culture. However, there is a lack of methodology on how to implement
them in the state of the art. This is the problem we try to address in this
paper. By reviewing the literature, we identify guidelines for designing a SETA
programme following a PDCA cycle. The PDCA cycle allows us to be prescriptive
and not just descriptive as many current standards does. In addition PDCA
facilitate the continuous improvement of awareness campaign which, as every
security tool, should stay updated.

We believe this work can help information system security actors to design
better prevention programmes but not only. This work can also be used by
researchers who want to study the various topics related to prevention. They can
find in this paper guidelines to create effective programmes to convey messages,
leading to more efficient prevention campaign and more significant results.
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